Fab recruitment provides flexible affordable bespoke
solutions for small, medium and large corporate clients.

Fab recruitment invests in advertising and
search & select job boards; enabling us to find
you the right candidates with the right skills at
the right time for you.

Because we invest heavily in candidate
generation tools, we are able to offer you a
complete recruitment solution throughout all
industry sectors; UK wide. Meaning you only
need one recruitment partner.

We will tailor make our recruitment solutions to
suit your individual needs. Weather it is a simple

Fab recruitment is an independent ‘Search & Select’ recruitment consultancy with over 20 years

advertisement or through to the full recruitment
cycle.

combined experience. With candidate generation tools throughout the UK we are able to tap
into a database of over 3 million candidates; enabling fab to source you the right candidates at
We are able to offer you a ‘Search & Select’

the right time for your business.

service where we will source and pre-screen
applications dependent upon your attributes and
specifications requirements.

If you have a unique vacancy; as well as

There are no guarantees in recruitment, but our rigorous and in depth approach

advertising and sourcing candidates we are able

means that all measures are taken to achieve success.

to headhunt candidates within a specific industry.
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 Undertake psychometric testing* with
candidate (if required by the client)

 Screen initial applicants; followed by

 Negotiate an offer and confirm start date

in depth telephone interviews with
suitable candidates

* additional charge

Blades Enterprise Centre
S2 4SU
Tel: 0114 292 2595 Fax: 0114 292 2104
Email: admin@fab-recruitment.com

Meaning that you get in contact with high calibre
candidates that were not necessarily on the job
market.

interviews

candidates to meet with the client in a

 Place job advertisements in the media
 Conduct

 Forward short-listed applicants for client

Web: www.fab-recruitment.com

